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The above seqdence of six groups was first laidt out and used as a control for
y ?

the dating of Thasian from Gdrdion (typescript of 8.V,72, pp. 4, ff .')^; The "Thatian

"from the Dipyloh group of 1962 (of, p. 1 above) fit as follows:"

API2T0$A1IH2 occurs in ''roups D (S ex.) and B (2).

KPINCMENHZ II II ^3 n II II (7, itiol, the type With msk)

n ft

THABMAX02
„ " (3 " - )- and"-(1)

names Dipylon
So the Thasia^from the^fix group are matched only in^D and Er

sequence

"The iHixjbtxnaxtxxeKBhxiidtiasr of thS^roup^ as a whole is clearly right. For"

9. ^3.

dates derived from Garlan's of his accompanying pottery and the

^ M «-S,« •

~atra.tigra.phio relation to certain^onstrubtiohs in the walls: Group A (Bermes '

oouohe 12) is dated~by its pottej

ca. late second quarter of 4th century.

^ coins\from the Port® d'Hermes, see pp,606 -7or about 350 B,C, (Garlan's pp, 601-603J 607),- Our roup D(Zeus, lower group)

comes from a stratum which dates a rMtoration of the Porte de Zeus which, accord

ing to ah inscription on an architrave, was effected by a certain nY0inilX)2

IIaCiSTPATOY], who may be the same ma^who became theoros of ThasoS somewhe
re"

between 315 and 285 B.C. (Garlan, pp./586, ff.), ^ )
Ur~~\
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l.o'S

Group F iB dated in Agora XII (sea above) as ca. 325-300 with a query.

This goup incidentally is of further interest as including 3 Chersonesan stamps

(very uncommon in the Athenian Agora), all perhaps attributable to Akhmerov's

i Group I of this class, which he dates 325-250. I cannot supply a firm end-date

I

1 for our F. I note however that the Thasian found in excavations of 1970 and 1971

in beiaetrias (Thessaly), founded 294 B.C., include no certain overlap with F,

(The name AI2XP2N is repeated, but at Demetrias it has a patronymic, and may be

; a different person. The types with this name have not yet been sorted.). The

^emetrias stamps do include a duplicate of one of the Thasian at Koroni, a stamp

of AHMALKHZ (Bon 593),

Another stamp at •'̂ einatrias that is contemporary with one at Koroni is a

Rhodian fabricant typo (^emotrias 197l/l5) known in a pair with tjo»xX»rB*ixSim3i:*3a

an is

eponym type ANTIAS(2N) .j(jf«r»Kixtt»3Sxi4 The pair of types Kxa on a fragment in

Rhodes (R M2 165), the neck of a jar with the tops of both handles preserved, bear-

one eac^ of
ing the complementary stamps. The Koroni eponym type (Koroni no. 64) is not from

A
R

j the same die as on H M2 165, but had exactly the asLine (retrograde) reading, (The

reading, incomplete on Koroni 64, is completed from bkexample from the same die

in Alexandria, 0f, Delos 27, p, 301, note 2.)

'' n

' 1.
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The stamps at Demetrias thus include 2 that are contemporary with items from

Koroni. But only one of the Thasian names at Demetrias occurr in any of our Groups
F

not only in ^ but also
A-F, and that is again AIECPSHJ, present izucSxuxntlxuxixxi? in B, where, further.

his name does have the patronymic. Again, study of this name is indicated.

Thasian stamps at ^emetrias overlap at the other end with Thasian in the Perg-

Ferhaps
amon deposit of late 3rd - early 2nd B.C. The latest stamp we have from thave is

___ { ^. V—u. Akt ksf?-r } f )
\ a Knidian datable in the second decade of the 2nd century. The city
1 A, /

weased to exist sometime between 190 and 160 B.C.
,-,'A'—t

seems to Imivo

[ --

j.

impoirtant xxtzxdaxthaxAgBXK
(a listing ofAThasian contexts shewId include some jnn«axjnntjtx]nt9Mt in the Soviet

Union, a few of which have been published. Pefeeences may be found in a recent

long article by Y. Vinogradov, "Potteiy stamps of the island of Thasos," Numis

matics and Epigraphy X, The Institute of Archeology of the Acadeny of Sciences

of the USSR, Moscow, 1972, pp. 3-63. The first half of the article proper, which

is as much as I have got translated so far, is AxxagaA largely concerned with what

are the proper ways of arriving at a chronology.)

To return finally to the 1962 Dipylon finds at the ^rameikos, comparison

with our listed sequence of Thasian groups has; suggested that these finds are datable

before 300 B.C. The single non-Thasian of these Dipylon handles (GA 1775) is con

sistent with this date, as it is a proto-Rhodian with a name (I2N) that endorses a

whole aaphora in the Kyrenia wreck.
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H^ameikos: SAH in a deposit dug in 1962 by the Dipylon Gate
("Dipylon 62 unter Strasse II B^)

/i. /Tt-

=:

-2.0 I

O

In one of the strata beside the Dipylon Gate, in an excavation of 1962, 7

stamped amphora handles were found. These consisted of 6 Thasian and a proto-Khodian,

and may be summarized as follows:

name device inv. no. ref. for stamp type

Thasian API2T0^5A(NH2) bird GA 1770 Bon, Timbres de Thasos, no.399

II n (?) piles 1771 Bon, no. 386 (?)

II n
vine 1769 (new type)

tt KPIN0MSNH2 mask 1773 Bon, no. 1049

It TMEMAX02 horn 1772 Bon, 1595

II ? dolphin 1774 (haw type?)

iilarly Rhodian IW 1775 Gf. Nilsson, Timbres de Lindos.

p. 526fi no. 815 (not just the same

A stamp of THASMAX02 (SS 1160, Bon no. 607) was found in Thompson's ^llenistic

feroup A. An amphora of THAS!iAX02, SS 14261, bearing a stamp like Bon no. 1600, was
constructionfound in 1957 in the construction filling of Agora well F17 ; 3j this^paoking has

been dated ^ 3/4 of 4th century, see Agora XII,

The top of a jar of AP12T0§AIIH2, SS 14096 with stamp like Bon 406 (the device a

mask, of. OA 1773 above) was found in the filling of Agora pit A 17 : 3,dated 320-

290 B.C. in Agora XII. Another handle of API2T0$AlfH2, SS 14437, was found in 1960

in the construction filling of the peridtyle of the Heliaia, dated by Thompson third

quarter of the 4th century; the stamp type is Bon no. 386, of which GA 1771 is probably

uuiH an example. The rim sections presorted on SS 14906 and 14437 show that the

second-named comes from an amphora of somewhat earlier date than the other, thus

corresponding with the dates of the fills; the activity of APIZT0#AKH2 (of whom vary

many types are known) seems to have extended over a considerable period, perhaps from

the third to the last quarter of the 0 4th century.
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The foregoing is selected from a report of 8,XII,62 given to Professor Willemsen.

I ms interested at that time in the relation of this material to that found at Koroni,

and when I received (the following day) a request from HAT for a short article on the

stamps from Koroni, I got permission from the Kerameikos excavators, f/illemsen and

Gimban, to include a report on the Dipylon group. I had understood that these Dipylon

handles came from a strosis that was the original roadway of the Dipylon Gate, dated

therefore with it. But in April 1963 I learned from Dr. Gruben that this was not so,

they cams from a later level, perhaps very little later but one cannot say, with which

the construction of the Dipylon Gate was not connected. So I decided not to include this

report in my Koroni artida, the roontext-^ the group not being closely dated by context.

On the dating of Thasian stamps in general, sea Pelos 27, pp. 354-356, a brief

summary with references to earlier work. A change in stamping procedure in Thasos

occurred in or about 340 B.C. The approximate date derives from that of the late

redfigure pottery found in quantity, with numerous Thasian stamps of a distinctive kind,

in a deposit at the Pnyx, The redfigure was considered to date a little later than

Olynthos. The year 340 is that of the take-over of Thasos by Philip of Manedon; the
2-name

break in system of the stamping (a change from l*iuuo« to 1-name stamps) is such as one

expects to find explained by an administrative change. Bxcavations in Thasos in 1963-

1965 brought confirmation; Y. Garlan was able to distinguish successive strata con

taining stamped Thasian handles, and the interrelation of the strata confirmed the earliei

date of the 2-name stamps, found apparently unmixed in a lower stratum, covered with

a layer which contained partly 2-nama stamps and partly 1-name stamps. See Y. Garlan in

BGH 90, 1966, pp. 586-652^ pp. 642-645 list items from "couche 12" and "couche 10"

at the Forte d'^rmes; "couche 9" carries the trend further. By the Porte da Zeus

ha also found stratified layers, of which the lowei^Ma^how by its stamps) to

follow on after the highest (9) at the Porte d'Hermesj it contained only 1-name stamps

but they seem to be wC^the earliest with 1 name (according to various indications of

style, and independent dating of some of the names from other deposits, e.g. at the Agora'

Prom study of Garlan's publication of his groups (we know the stamps also from rubbings

and his publication is based on readings made with the help of our files), we arrive



U The sequence of the groups is clearly right. For dates derived from Garlan's

study of his accompanying pottery and the stratigraphio relation of pottery and stampsVv*

- 3 - 13.III.73

2. sOj

at a uaaful saqience of groups;

A* GarIan, Porte d^Hermas, couche 12 (all 2-nanie or equivalent, so before oa. 540 BC)

B. " " " "10 (mostly 2-name)

C. " " " "9 (half and half)

D. " " de Zeus, lower group (early 1-name; no 2-name)

E " II n II upper " (overlap of names with D, but some new)

F, Agora deposit 10 5 1, listed in Agora XII aa "ca. 325-300 B.C. ?"

Note that A, B, and C are from superposed strata of which C is the highest, and

that E was on top of D.

Sroup F shows an overlap of 5 names with E (AI2XPIS2N, AI2XP2N, API2TEIAH2, API2T0-

AIK02, KH$I20$2Hj AI2XPISN is also in C, but otherwise none of the names in F appear

in any other of the groups save E) but includes also these new persons, not in any

Garlan group: NIKOAHM02, nOYAYAAH2, riPHSinOAI2, and nYOISN III, 11X015® IV (commonest),

and nY0I2N V, (The numerous Thasian one-name types with the name nY0IS® sort themselves

into 9 different styles, the earliest datable in the 4th century, the latest perhaps

after 200 B.C. Garlan's groups contain a single stamp with this name, one of the types

of nY©IS2N II (see p. 645 of his article for this item), certainly earlier than any of

"V the types in Grotp F»)

to certain constructions: Group A of the sequence (Hermes, couche 12) is dated by its

pottery (other than stamped amphoras) ca, late second quarter of 4th century, or about

350 B.C. (Garlan's pp. 601-603, 607,) On the coins from the Porte d'Hermes, see pp.

606-607, Our Group D (Zeus, lower group) comes from a stratum which dates a restiration

of the Porte de Zeus-nwhich, according to an inscription on an architrave, was effected

by a certain nY0neO2 riA[l2TPAT0Yj, who may be the same man who became theoros of

Thasos somewhere between 315 and 285 B,C. (Garlan, pp, 586, ff,). On the fragments

of Attic pottery and lamps found with our D, see pp, 589-591j they are compared by the

author with material at Olynthos,
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On our E (Porte de Zeus, upper group), Garlan dates it by comparing the.stamps

in E with those in D. He concludes then (p. 595) that the potters named in the
as a whole

upper group (E) are a little later^than those in the lower group, hence active in

the last quarter of the 4th century and the beginning of the 3rd century.
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come dovm also, bringing with them, for inatanoe, the City Wall of Athens,

This disorepanoy between the proposed dating of the Koroni mterial and

the period to which it would have been assigned by our traditional Agora chron

ology, though perhaps a little blurred by the authors on Koroni in soiib of their

general remarks (Koroni,p.59) is actually clear in their careful catalogue. Ci

tations of parallels in Thompson's Hellenistic Groups aro all to items in Group

A(dated Thompson to the turn of the 4th to 3rd centuries) with a single ex

ception; for Koroni 42 a parallel was found in Group B, B44; Koroni 42 and

B44 are fusiform unguentaria, and possibly not vpry closely dated,

A similar discrepancy, it is interesting to observe, has beooTie evident in

connection with recent finds at the Kerameikos excavations, A stratum there

contained 6 stamped Thasian handles and a stamped proto-Khodian handle which,

according to our traditional cnronolc^y, must date as a group in the third to

perhaps the Ust quarter of the 4th oentury. Dr. Gottfried Gruben, who'exoavatad

and vjill publish this filling and associated constructions, has informed ma that

the pottery exports of the German Arohaoological Institute in Athens gave for the

rest of the pottery from tho stratum approximately the same date as I ted found

for the stamped handles. Put certain Athenian brcnse coins found in the
sane

filling would indicate for it, according to currant numianmtio opinion, a data

after 297 B,C, and in th%^ iteae (qn hiatorioal grounds) as late as about
280 B.C.
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21
For provious dating of the Dipylon Gate, see W.Judelch,

Topographie von Athen. 2nd edition, Munich, 1951, pp.136-138. In

this edition Judeich accepts Noack's attribution of the gate to

the time of Lykourgos,

I am much indebted to Professor F. Willemsen, Director of the
/

Kerameikos Excavations, and to his staff, including Dr. Klaus

Vierneisel and Dr. P. R. Franke (nxiraismatist) as well as Dr.Gruben,

for permission to work on the stamped handDc s from the current

excavations, and for many facilities and courtesies received

during the work. Professor Willemsen has kindly permitted me to -

report the handles from the Dipylon stratum in question. Their

inventory numbers are GA 1769-1775. GA 1775 is the proto-Rhodlan,

with reading li^N, for which compare Nilsson, op.cit, in note 2,

P.5E6, no.615, a variant type. The Thasian stamps may be summed up

as followst

1769 Al^iaTOW/l(NHa) with grape-vine, a new type

1770 •

1771 ♦

1772 THiVEraxOS

' bird, lli-.e Bon, op.cit., no.399

(?) * pilos, probably like Boa no.386 l
: ,K •

, r>-'
' horn, li :e Bon no. 1595 K ,

n\
P-"!!
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1773 KI'INOMENHa with mask, like Bon no. 1049 •.

1774 name not read, device a dolphin

"f- 'J' '• • V ' •

\Ai.r.' The activity of APISTO'iAMIS has seemed to extend from the
•, n";,'.7'. .

third to the last quarter of the 4th century acoordinc to various

contexts at the Agora; examples from the earlier and later of
i

9

these deposits show the change in rim profile found at this period.

The only stamped handle from Thompson's Group A ii^mwrriy

had a stamp of TIUSMAJCOS (SS 1160, cf. Bon no. 1607), and a whole .

amphora endorsed by the same name (SS 14261, the stamp like Bon no.

1600) was found in the construction filling of a well, Agora

F 17 ; 3, called third quarter of ^the 4th century. Less is known

about KPINOfiliiNHli, but the style of his stamps an 1 the devi'cs used

had seeTied to place him in the 4th century after 340 B.C. by ana-

logy- with better-dated similar stamps with different endorsements.

(For most of his known types see Bon nos. 1036-1056; three have

since been added. iJnfci'tunately the context cited under 1056 for

the Pnyx example proved to be not reliable.) Note that the type

of THAEJ.fAXOS on GA 1772 has name and ethnic on the short sides of

the stamp rectangle, a feo.ture thodght to have gone out of use
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after the third-quarter of the 4th century, cf. Hasperia Suppl.X,

pi.08, nos. 07-58, A date before 324 B.C. (the death of Lykourgos) <

absolutely
is not^iexcluded for thdse stamped handles, GA 1769-1775, according

to contexts dated in terms of our previously accepted chronology.»

The Athenian bronze coins found in. this sane stratum of the

first hoadway consisted of two examples of types dated by Svoronos

(Tr^sors do la Uuinisiaatique Grecque Ancienne; Les Monnaies d*Athbnes

^ (A- 5"^-
Muni^ch, 1923-1926) in 297-255 B.C. (Svoronosiy pi. •7^.

and eight dated (ibid.) in 255-229 B.C. (Svoronos, pi.

the Svoronos dating of these latter is not accepted now, it seems.

by any numismatists.

f ''-.1

• ' *!
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ATHENS. GREECE
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April 2, 1963
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Dear Professor Willemsan,

Here finally are copies of the pages concerning your Dipylon deposit

which I should like to include in my article for Hesperia on amphorae from

the Koroni peninsula. For various reasons the article has been delayed,

and it cannot nov/ appear before the third number of Hesperia 1963, I should

be grateful if you would let me know if there is anything in the enclosed

pages to which you have any ofajection, Naturally you will receive an offprint

o§ the article if printed, and extra copies if desired,

I was most grateful for your note of December 22, and for the generous

provision of a cabinet for classified storage of the stamped handles from

your excavations, which will much facilitate their study, 'Ne installed the

handles in the drawers between February 18 and 22, Dr. Viemeisel found all the

items vre had missed, so now all are in the cabinet except the following v/hich

he wished to keep out for the present; GA 1367-1374, 1626-27, 1769-75. We have

records of these also.

Since installation, we have made an alphabetical list of your Rhodian stamps,

and some day when my expert assistant again has time off in the morning from his

other job, we would like with your permission to arrange the Rhodian handles according

to this list, so as to assemble items stamped with the same names. This will not take

long, since wo made provision for the change when we installed the Rhodian.

The photographs which you requested in your note of December 22 ware given to

Dr, Gruben,

With very masiy thanks for your help.

Yours very sincerely.
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December 10th, 1962

Dear ProTessor Willemsen:

With further Reference to your very interesting
small group of amphora fragments from the Dipylon. 1962
excavations: would you be willing to have me report this
group briefly, without photographs, in the first 1963

Drpfp^ ° Hesper^? Please do not hesitate to say you would
lY take^uo report to be postponed, since I shall certain-you^^rou? problems «hloh

occasion is a letter received last nightfrom Homer Thompson, in which he suggests I may wish to
insert in this numbSr of Hesparia a short co2e^ on the
amphoras founa on the Koroni peninsula (Hesperla 1962, pi.
ihp ®2:^' ° accompany another short comment on
T i general by Roger Edwards. This latterI have not seen but am told that Edwards finds a spread
in the pottery from the late 1+th to the 2nd century, while
accepting the Chrem6nidean War as the principal occasion
for occupation of the site. a^xuu

No plates can be added to this number, so no photo
graphs will accompany my manuscript, I did photoffraoh von-n
fragments („lth Dr. VlernelseLs pe^lLlonjanfbe
glad to give you prints, if you wish.

Yours sincerely,

/
Virginia- Grace
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Some stamped handles from the Dipylon excaTations of 1962

A group of 7 stamped amphora handles, and one unstamped, plus the foot of

an amphora, were shown to me at the Kerameikos in late October 1962 for an

opinion, as of some interest for dates at the Dipylon, The case was marked:
2:

"Dipylon 62 unter Strasse I said the fragments seemed third to last

quarter of the 4th centurjr. The group and its date are of importance to my
a '̂.'̂ cL l}v-,

studios. I expand here somewhat on my comment to Dr. ViemeiseH^ First em/

analysis of the material, with publication references for parallels for the

stamp typos.

lo c>^

name device inv.no. publ.ref. r

Thasian API2T0$A1NH2) bird GA 1770 Bon, Timbres de Thasos. no.

399
•1 i?) piles 1771 Bon, no. 386 (?)

II II vine 1769 new type

M KPIN0MBNH2 mask 1773 Bon, no.l049

II THAEMAX02 horn 177% " 1595
II ? dolphin 1774

Early Rhodian ISS 1775 Cf. Nilsson, Timbres de
Lindos, p.526, no.815
inot exactly the same)

Chianl?) unstamped handle, complete, ht. ca. 0.26

unknown make foot of an amphora/, photographs attached

iBon, no. 607)
Lenistic Group A,

»ria which Thompson in 193^^ dated about 300 B.C.; I believe that G.R.Edwards is now

A stamp of THASI4AX02, SS found in Thompscm

III,p.315
inclined to place the filling slightly earlier. An amphora of THABMAX02, SS 14261,

bearing a stamp like Bon no. 1600, was found in 1957 in the construction filling

of a well. Agora F 17 : 3, probably datable in the third garter of the 4th cehtury.

The top of a jafc of API2T0§ANH2, SS 14096, with stamp like Bon 406 ^the device

a mask, c*. GA 1773) was found in the filling of a pit lA 17 : 3) dated recently

'.I.
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^1960) by Ediiards l&sb quarter of 4th to about 290 B»C» Another handle of

API2T04ANHZ» SS 14457, nae found in 1960 in the construction filling of the
Thompson

peristyle of the Heliaia, dated by him third quarter of the 4th century; the

stamp type is Bon, no.386, of which GA 1771 is probably an example. The rim

sections preserved on SS 14437 and 1409b show that the latter comes from an

amphora of somewhat later period than the former; the activity of APIZTO^ANHS

seem to have extended from the third to the last garters of the century.

We have no previous context for KPIN0MBNH2, but the style of his stamps

the devices used had seemed to place him in the latter 4th century.

Note that a style of the second half of the 4th century in Thasian stamps

is to have the name and ethnic written along the short si4es of the rectangle,

cf Hesperia Suppl.X, p«137, the heading for numbers 57 and 58, and these num

bers on plate 58; this is not the only style of the period, but it is one

which apparently does not reappear later. Note that 57 above-cited comes from

the construction debris of the Athenian City Wall of the late 4th century B.C.

Of your six Thaiian stamps, 1769 and 1772, and probably also 1774, are done in

this style.

Your Rhodian GA 1775 might be called proto-Rhodian, as belonging to a

period before the later characteristic style of the Rhodian amphora had been

settled upfcn. Of the same period is the Pnyx example, Hesperia SupplJC, p.141,

no.70, from the packing of the City Wall of the late 4th century Uik® 57,
(j- Cr^

above). These proto-Rhodian amphorae came in three oontemporainr shapes, of
bf" which few illustrations have been published; for the best and most recent, see

t/ . B, Vanderpool and others, Hesperia 1962, pi.19, fig»5, and pi.22, fig.27.
•a X J

I believe now that this gattung dates mainly from the last quarter of the

4th century, possibly beginning slightly earlier, perhaps not replaced by

"normal" Rhodian xmtil a few years past 300 B.C. But I have little context to

cite in support of this belief beycaa^ that of the Pnyx example from the packing

of the City Wall.

/h

/
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Dr« mentioaed I think that with the Dipylon 1962 group had
2. r B cori U'T " 2.2,^ ]}(,'

been found-irbronze Athenian ooimdated 297-2 55 B.C. '^f this is a date

Dt.
assigned by Svoronos in Tresors 11923-1926), is it perhaps to bo revised

up-verds? Cf. Jo P. Shear, Hesperia 1933, ppo246 ff« Mrs. Shear's revisions

seem to have been accepted in some quarters at any rate: see Hesperia 1962,

p. 39, under no# 56, a coin found in one of the buildings on the Koroni

peninsula; in this case, the Svoronos dating would be I think 255-229 B.C.,

too late for the Chremonidean War of 265-261 B.C., the period to which the

excavators no?/ attribute the buildings found,
of

I should perhaps remark that the dates of Thompson's Group A and^other

Agora deposit groups assigned above lpp.1-2) to the latter 4th century

have no1^ been reconciled to a Chrem<Hiideai» date for the Koroni finds, for

?diich the parallels cited in Thompson Groups (except in one case, under the

unguentarium no« 42) are in fact ??ith Group A*

C>.£>S

t-• . • », /,

• '.

f

" 'I

•'(k"'fi'i"

•' Si.k^... rtejfclJi.iiiiS- 'it il- ..•ji'S r
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stamped handles from Dip^on excavations of 1962

~8.XI.62"~

A group of 7 stamped amphora handles, and one unstamped, plus the foot
1

Vk-A*

7'- ol

„of an amphora, were shown to me at the Keramoikos in late October 1962^ as of

xp>x±a2 interest for dates at the Dipylon. The case was marked; Dipylon 62

unter Strasse II B." ^

Following is an analysis of thaxxsHtaatx this material, with publication
H

references for parallels for the stamp types;

A iSS 1160,^-cf,\Bon, Timbres Amphoriques de Thasos ,"1957

0. 1607^

W-

A stamp of THAEMAX02, SS 1160, was found in Thompsdb's Hellenistic Group A^-

Thompsrm in 1934
which idaaxKstkor dated about 300 B.C., see Hesperia III, p.315; G.R.Edwards,

in I960, was inclined to place the filling slightly earlier, with a rahge from

of the 4th century
the third quarter^o before 300 B.C. (unpublished opinion). For SS 1160, see

finding-place
Bon, Timbres Amphoriques de Thasos. 1957, no.1607; the stategient on sxidbaxdbc

SS 14261, huxhawHis not precise). An amphora of THAEMASOIj^ bearing astamp like Bon 1600, was
was found in 1957

£o]Uid in the construction filling of a well. Agora P 17 ; 3, probably datable

in the third quarter of the 4th century,

As-t^p
fhwxiKS^ixi;^ of AP :xxtluixlax±3C was in
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The top of a jar of API2T0®ANH2, SS 14096, with stamp like Bon 406 ^the
I
I

•device a mask, of. GA 1773) was found in the filling of a pit lA 17 ; 3)

of the last quarter of the 4th - to ca. 290 B.C. ^unpublished opinion of Edwards,

,1960). Amother handle of API2T05ANH2, SB 14437, was found in 1960 in the

called by Thompson in 1960 third quarter of 4th century
consttuction filling of the peristyle of the Heliai^ the stamp type is Bon

no.386, of which GA 1771 is probably an example. The rim sections preserved

ion both 88 14497 and 88 14096 show that the latter comas from an amphora of

somewhat later period than the formerj the activity of API2T0$A1JH2 seems to

;have fallen in both thitd and last quarters of the century.

We have no previous context for KPIK0MSIIH2, but the style of his stamps ^

and the devices used had seemed to place him in the latter 4th century,

Note that a stylo of the second half of the 4th century in Thasian stamps

JlS to have the name and ethnic written along the short sides of the rectangle.

and these numbers on pi,58;
cf, Hesperia SupJ>l, X, p.137, heading for numbers 5^ and 58^ this is not the

only style of the period, but it is one idiich apparently does not reappear later.
Note that 57 above-cited comes from the construction debris of the Athenian
City Wall of the late 4th century B.C.
Of yaw six Thasian stamps, 1769^and 1772, and probably also 1774, are done in

this style.

Your Rhodian GA 1775 might be Bailed proto-Rhodian, as beldnging to a'

; period before tha later characteristic style of the Rhodian amphora had been
•

I

• settled upon. Of the same period is the Pnys example, ^speria Suppl,X, p,141.
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